Protein cleavage inside the cell membrane triggers various patho-physiological signaling pathways, but the mechanism of catalysis is poorly understood. We solved ten structures of the Escherichia coli rhomboid protease in a bicelle membrane undergoing time-resolved steps that encompass the entire proteolytic reaction on a transmembrane substrate and an aldehyde inhibitor. Extensive gate opening accompanied substrate, but not inhibitor, binding, revealing that substrates and inhibitors take different paths to the active site. Catalysis unexpectedly commenced with, and was guided through subsequent catalytic steps by, motions of an extracellular loop, with local contributions from active site residues. We even captured the elusive tetrahedral intermediate that is uncleaved but covalently attached to the catalytic serine, around which the substrate was forced to bend dramatically. This unexpectedly stable intermediate indicates rhomboid catalysis uses an unprecedented reaction coordinate that may involve mechanically stressing the peptide bond, and could be selectively targeted by inhibitors.
INTRODUCTION
Four large and distinct superfamilies of intramembrane proteases evolved to regulate diverse signaling pathways from bacteria to mankind 1, 2 . These unusual enzymes have been implicated in diseases ranging from Alzheimer's disease to malaria, type II diabetes, cancer, Parkinson's disease, cholera, and tuberculosis 3-6 .
The first described intramembrane protease, the site-2 protease, was discovered over twenty years ago as the enzyme that releases transcription factors from their transmembrane anchors in response to cholesterol depletion 7 . This unusual zinc-dependent metalloprotease defined an entire family of enzymes that were subsequently found to act as regulators of Reprints and permissions information is available at www.nature.com/reprints.Users may view, print, copy, and download text and data-mine the content in such documents, for the purposes of academic research, subject always to the full Conditions of use:http:// www.nature.com/authors/editorial_policies/license.html#terms unrelated virulence circuits of diverse bacterial pathogens 6 . Most intensively studied are aspartyl intramembrane proteases including γ-secretase, which liberates the transcription factor domain of the Notch receptor as the ultimate consequence of ligand binding 8 . γsecretase has long been pursued as a therapeutic target because it also delivers the final cut to generate the amyloid-β peptide that causes Alzheimer's disease 5 . Last to come to light are glutamyl proteases defined by Ras-converting enzyme (Rce1), which removes the terminal tripeptide after prenylation of target proteins 9 .
Rhomboid proteases form the most pervasive enzyme superfamily that catalyze hydrolysis of peptide bonds inside the cell membrane 10, 11 . These serine hydrolases probably originated in bacteria, and at least in one pathogenic species they facilitate communication between cells to organize population growth and development 12 . More is understood about rhomboid function in parasitic eukaryotes where they cleave transmembrane adhesins to dismantle junctions formed by the parasite with the host cell 6 . This dismantling plays a key role at the end of malaria invasion 13, 14 , and in regulating cytoadherence by non-invasive parasites including trichomonads 15 . Animals encode multiple rhomboid proteases, some of which activate epidermal growth factor receptor ligands to initiate cell signaling 16 . All eukaryotic cells harbor a dedicated rhomboid protease in their mitochondria that maintains organelle health; failure of this function leads to Parkinsonian neurodegeneration 17 .
Despite their prominent patho-physiological roles, the steps underlying catalysis have never been observed directly for any intramembrane protease; current models only rationalize mechanisms by assuming parallels to their well-characterized soluble protease counterparts, and so it is for rhomboid enzymes. Serine proteases use a catalytic base, which is usually a histidine, to convert the benign serine into a powerful nucleophile by abstracting its proton ( Fig. 1) 18 . Ensuing attack on the carbonyl carbon of the peptide bond results in a short-lived transition state in which the carbon becomes tetrahedral and forms an oxyanion that must be stabilized by the enzyme in order for this step to take place. Rapid protonation of the amide nitrogen by the catalytic base facilitates release of the carboxy-terminal peptide product, while the amino-terminal product simultaneously decomposes to an acyl intermediate covalently attached to the catalytic serine. The cycle repeats in the second half of the reaction, except this time with a water molecule, which is activated by the enzyme, attacking the carbonyl carbon, thereby releasing the amino-terminal product, and restoring a proton to the serine.
While the general chemistry of peptide bond hydrolysis is likely to be similar between soluble serine proteases and rhomboid proteases, meaningful differences should be expected: rhomboid proteases evolved independently by convergent evolution and inside the membrane. Therefore it is important to delineate the mechanism of rhomboid catalysis directly. Time-resolved crystallography can visualize the discrete actions taken by enzymes during catalysis and thereby directly map out the reaction coordinate: reactions are made to occur in crystals and snapshots are taken in a time-dependent manner 19 . This approach has revealed some catalytic steps in atomic detail for a handful of soluble serine proteases [20] [21] [22] and even such complicated enzymes as DNA polymerases 23 . However, this powerful approach has been difficult to implement with membrane enzymes. Transformative successes include witnessing the biosynthesis and extrusion of nature's most abundant polymer, cellulose, from the membrane by a bacterial membrane-immersed enzyme 24 , lightdriven steps of the bacteriorhodopsin proton-pumping cycle 25 , and water oxidation by massive plant photosystem complexes 26, 27 . Time-resolved crystallography nevertheless remains rare with membrane enzymes, and has never been achieved with any membrane protease 28 . Given the remarkable power of this approach, we sought to examine whether rhomboid proteolysis inside the membrane might be amenable to time-resolved crystallography.
RESULTS

Snapshots of catalysis on a peptide aldehyde inhibitor
Since rhomboid proteases target relatively short regions of their substrates [29] [30] [31] [32] and can take minutes to even hours to catalyze proteolysis of a single peptide bond 33, 34 , we examined whether we might be able to visualize catalytic intermediates using a crystal soaking approach that we developed previously 31 . Our starting point was the Escherichia coli rhomboid GlpG that we recently crystallized in a bicelle membrane ( Fig. 2 ). This was important for mechanistic studies, because the membrane modulates all known properties of rhomboid proteolysis [35] [36] [37] . In our crystals, GlpG is both active and assumes a partly open conformation that is able to accept peptide inhibitors. Specifically, the L5 loop that overlies that active site and must lift up to allow substrate access to the active site was entirely disordered in our starting structure. Having recently characterized the tetrahedral end product that resulted from catalysis by GlpG in crystals soaked with tetrapeptide aldehydes modeled on the classical substrate Gurken 31 , we sought to test whether we could visualize discrete steps in the inhibition pathway in atomic detail. We exposed crystals to the tetrapeptide aldehyde inhibitor of sequence VRMA (termed P4 to P1 in protease nomenclature) for varying lengths of time, and solved the resulting structures to 2.2-2.4 Å resolution ( Table 1 ). We ultimately succeeded in witnessing five distinct enzymatic steps on this inhibitor, which we termed Snapshot-I1 through 4 ( Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
The starting apoenzyme structure had a weak 3.29 Å hydrogen bond between the catalytic S201 and H254 residues, and a hydrogen bond between S201 and H150 (that stabilizes the oxyanion with N154) through a bridging water molecule with distances of 3.20 Å and 3.14 Å, respectively (Fig. 3a ). The earliest difference we could ever see indicated some density beginning to appear for the inhibitor, but it was very weak and could not be modeled (not shown). Interestingly, the overlying L5 loop nevertheless already started to assume an ordered conformation. In our first snapshot we observed increased density and could model the amino terminal three residues of the peptide aldehyde, but the P1 alanine next to the catalytic residues remained too disordered to be observed (Fig. 3b ). The catalytic residues maintained their positions similar to the apoenzyme structure (including presence of the bridging water between S201 and H150), but the L5 loop became ordered in all except four residues (L244-M247), and clearly established interactions with the P2, P3 and P4 residues of the inhibitor. Specifically, these included hydrogen bonds between M249 and P3-R at a distance of 3.29 Å, S248 and P2-M at a distance of 2.94 Å, and a hydrophobic interaction between P4-V and F146 ( Fig. 3c ).
Snapshot-I2 revealed strong and ordered electron density of the peptide aldehyde that allowed confident modeling of the entire peptide moiety (Fig. 3d ). This was the first time that the P1 alanine residue became visible, making it the last element to bind stably. Despite this residue being essential for proteolysis, its late binding suggested that it does not make a strong interaction that contributes to affinity. This step was also accompanied by first changes in the catalytic residues. The water molecule that initially bridged S201 and H150 was pushed outwards by the aldehyde oxygen (the future oxyanion) of the inhibitor, and the sidechain of H150 assumed a new, flipped-out position by rotating 94.8° with its Nδ1 being displaced 3.93 Å from the future oxyanion. In fact, we could observe both the inward and flipped-out conformation of the H150 sidechain in approximately equal proportions at this timepoint. Notably, S201 and the peptide aldehyde remained too far apart for covalent linkage and without clear connecting electron density, indicating that catalysis had not yet taken place.
In Snapshot-I3 we witnessed first evidence of catalysis: clear electron density connected S201 and the peptide aldehyde thus mimicking the tetrahedral intermediate ( Fig. 3e ). No other changes in the substrate were evident along the length of the peptide. Of particular note was the change in position of the catalytic H254, which moved downward by rotating 38° and no longer interacted with S201, which itself rotated by 15°. Such a motion would be expected to accompany proton transfer from S201 during nucleophilic activation 38 . Surprisingly, we found the oxyanion interacting with only the sidechain of N154 at a distance of 3.19 Å, but became surrounded by three new water molecules, while H150 had assumed the flipped-out position fully.
The final snapshots all revealed a dramatic re-organization of the active site ( Fig. 3f ): H150 adopted the inward conformation, and all hydrogen bonds with the oxyanion were readjusted to form a tripartite interaction network consisting of the sidechains of H150 (at a distance of 3.03 Å) and N154 (at a distance of 3.17 Å), and the backbone of S201(at a distance of 3.30 Å). The catalytic H254 also shifted to restore its hydrogen bond with S201 (at a distance of 3.15 Å), which remained in covalent complex with the peptide aldehyde. This overall enzyme:inhibitor complex was stable in the bicelle crystal, because we could not see any further conformational changes even when we extended the incubation time.
Snapshots of catalysis on a transmembrane peptide substrate
Encouraged by the success of our approach with the short tetrapeptide inhibitor, we examined whether we could visualize any binding or catalytic steps on long peptide substrates (lacking any warheads that could help to stabilize them in the active site). We tested several peptide sequences, but ultimately obtained the best results with a 13-mer modeled on the sequence of the classical rhomboid substrate Gurken. The substrate sequence included 6 residues preceding the cleavage site (RKVRMA) and extended all the way to and including the deep transmembrane helix-breaking serine and proline residues that facilitates unwinding (AIVFSFP). In standard protease nomenclature, residues aminoterminal to the cleavage site are numbered from P1 onwards, while those carboxy-terminal to the cleavage site are similarly labeled but with prime designations 39 . Remarkably, we ultimately visualized the entire reaction, including intermediates, and in 6 snapshots of 2.3-2.6 Å resolution that we termed Snapshot-S1 through S6 ( Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
In the earliest snapshot, soaking GlpG crystallized in a bicelle with the substrate resulted in dramatic changes in GlpG ( Fig. 4b ) that are indicative of gate-opening ( Fig. 2 ). This was vastly more than we observed at any point with tetrapeptide aldehyde binding and catalysis. Remarkably, the entire TM5 helix and most of the overlying L5 loop became disordered (R227-M247), as did even sidechain residues on TM2 including L148-H150 as well as F153 (the key residue that interdigitates with TM5 in the gate-closed form 40, 41 ). Even residues within the active site itself became disorganized to the point that no hydrogen bond linked the catalytic serine and histidine (moved 3.55 Å apart).
In dramatic contrast, the first interactions with substrate were already forming and were quite similar to what we observed with the peptide aldehyde: the very distal part of the L5 loop (S248 and M249) became ordered and started interacting with the incoming peptide substrate at the P4, P3, and P2 positions (Fig. 4b ). The rest of the substrate (P6-5, P1-P7') remained entirely too disordered to model.
In the second snapshot we witnessed evidence of catalysis: the sidechain of S201 was in continuous electron density with the P1 carbonyl carbon, and the attack occurred from the uncommon Si-face ( Fig. 4c ). TM5 and the L5 loop assumed an ordered conformation in all except four residues (L244-M247), and the gating sidechain W236 on TM5 adopted an ordered and inward-facing conformation identical to its position in the apoenzyme structure. Such an extensive interaction network with substrate is often key precisely at the moment of catalysis. Importantly, we could also for the first time observe substrate electron density for the mainchain on the prime side, which has never been observed. Also notable was how weak electron density was for more distal prime-side residues, and no electron density whatsoever was evident for any sidechain or for the mainchain of residues P4'-P7'. The lack of strong electron density and no sidechain interactions at residues following the cleavage site suggests that no specific binding pockets exist for substrates at these distal sites.
However, to our astonishment, at this timepoint electron density was actually continuous between the catalytic serine and both the P1 and P1' residues, which indicates that we captured the tetrahedral intermediate that has proven so elusive to image directly with natural substrates 18, 21, 22 . Accordingly, the oxyanion itself was stabilized by all three hydrogen bonds with GlpG (at distances of 3.19 Å with H150, 3.20 Å with N154, and weakly with the backbone of S201 at a distance of 3.41 Å). S201 and H254 also restored their hydrogen bond at a distance of 3.14 Å, which is radically different from prior structures of tetrahedral-mimicking phosphonates that induced a non-catalytic complex where H254 swung away completely and made no bond with S201 42, 43 . The substrate in the active site formed a remarkably abrupt angle precisely at the catalytic serine, adopting a dramatic >90° bend between the carboxy-terminal and amino-terminal halves (Fig. 4d ). This structure indicates that mechanically stressing the peptide bond, and/or stabilizing the tetrahedral geometry once formed, is a key strategy for rhomboid enzymes.
The next two snapshots progressively led to acyl-intermediate formation. First, in Snapshot-S3, density for the P1' residue elongated by shifting slightly further from P1 but they remained continuous (Fig. 4e ). In Snapshot-S4 we observed first evidence of enzyme acylation: while we could still visualize the P1 residue in continuous electron density with S201, the electron density of the P1' residue had weakened and clearly moved too far (2.58 Å) to be covalently attached to P1 (Fig. 4f ). This was accompanied by W236 on TM5 assuming a disordered conformation.
The second half of the catalytic cycle that resolves the acyl intermediate is driven by hydrolysis 18 . In Snapshot-S5 ( Fig. 4g ), substrate interactions with the enzyme again became pronounced such that most of the L5 loop became ordered again (only residues D243-G246 were disordered) and W236 on TM5 also assumed an ordered position. In contrast, this was the first time that we observed H150 flipping outwards: this motion was blocked by steric clash with the prime side of the substrate. In fact, until this point H150 was bracketed by the sidechains of P2 and P1' and F146 immediately above it. Dissociation of the carboxyterminal product now liberated H150, which, relative to the aldehyde structures, established a longer distance from the oxyanion (6.65 Å) but through a smaller rotational angle (76.6°). Two new water molecules occupied the space left by H150, perhaps in preparation for hydrolysis. N154 also moved and was too far away (3.70 Å) to make a stabilizing interaction with the substrate carbonyl of the acyl intermediate.
In our sixth and final snapshot (Fig. 4h) , we observed evidence of catalytic resolution: substrate was no longer covalently attached to S201 and substrate electron density weakened indicative of dissociation, but nevertheless the cleaved product remained bound via hydrogen bonds with all three of the oxyanion stabilizing groups (at distances of 2.88 Å with H150, 2.96 Å with N154, and 3.17 Å with the backbone of S201), and maintained prominent interactions with the overlying L5 loop. The catalytic serine and histidine restored the original hydrogen bond (at a distance of 3.09 Å) that readies them for the next round of catalysis.
A critical role for the L5 loop in catalysis
An entirely unexpected finding that emerged from our ability to visualize rhomboid catalysis from start to finish was the continuous role played by the extracellular L5 loop. This loop 'caps' the active site in the gate-closed state, and, as such, it is assumed that its only role is to lift away for substrate to access the active site. However, witnessing L5 loop actions at nearly every step of catalysis raised the exciting possibility that it plays a direct role in catalysis by progressively positioning substrate through the various reaction steps.
To distinguish between a purely gating role versus catalytic roles for the L5 loop, we installed glycines into the L5 loop ( Fig. 5a ) to enhance its mobility, and assessed the effect on proteolysis. If its role was purely in gating, increasing loop dynamics should facilitate L5 cap opening and thus increase the overall catalytic rate. Conversely, if the L5 loop does indeed repeatedly position substrate for catalysis, then introducing glycines should enhance its initial opening but compromise its subsequent interactions with substrate and lead to an overall decrease in catalytic rate.
Consistent with a key role in catalysis, installing glycines into the L5 loop reduced proteolytic activity in reconstituted proteoliposomes by two orders of magnitude (Fig. 5b ). This dramatic reduction was entirely reflected in the catalytic rate constant k cat , without any significant change in initial substrate binding (K M ) (Fig. 5c ). Importantly, the glycine mutant exhibited no change in its structural stability as revealed in a very sensitive and quantitative thermostability assay 40 (Fig. 5d ). This is consistent with the folding nucleus being centered near the cytosolic apex of TM2 44 , and subsequent L5 interactions in the closed state not contributing to GlpG's structural stability 40 . Finally, by installing a spin probe at the central M247 position of the L5 loop, we were able to use electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy to confirm that the glycines did indeed noticeably enhance loop dynamics (Fig.  5e ). Therefore, as predicted by time-resolved crystallography, the L5 loop plays a critical, yet entirely unanticipated, role directly in progressively ushering substrate through the steps of catalysis.
DISCUSSION
In summary, we collected ten time-resolved snapshots of rhomboid proteolysis inside the membrane that encompassed the entire reaction from substrate binding to hydrolytic enzyme deacylation (Fig. 6 ). In addition to broadly mapping out the reaction coordinate from start to finish, these snapshots revealed three counter-intuitive features as defining hallmarks of rhomboid catalysis.
Our first surprise was the extent of gate opening that facilitates binding of even a relatively short (13 residue) transmembrane substrate peptide: in addition to the L5 loop, the entire TM5 segment, as well as its interacting residues on top of TM2, became disordered. This structural characterization puts to rest the idea that gating deep inside the membrane cannot occur during substrate proteolysis. On the contrary, it reveals that gating involves considerably greater lateral opening than is currently accepted 45 . Importantly, no such changes occurred with short peptidic inhibitors of identical sequence that can enter the active site directly, revealing that natural substrates and inhibitors/short peptides take different paths to the active site 31, 46 .
Another unanticipated feature was the return of the L5 loop after substrate had already entered the active site. The current view is that the L5 loop only has to move away for substrates to access the active site; all subsequent catalytic steps are thought to be caused by local active site residue motions 45, 47 . While this opening is an incontrovertible first step, L5 returning was actually the key step that "seeded" substrate binding in the active site itself through stabilizing interactions. This new insight supports a controversial view of intramembrane proteolysis centered on substrate dynamics: rhomboid enzymes initially identify their substrates by interrogating transmembrane helix dynamics where unstable helices that spontaneously unwind will be cut, while those that maintain their secondary structure will not 30, 35 . Our time-resolved crystallography now reveals that L5 loop "clamping down" restrains substrates into a catalytically competent conformation for proteolysis, thereby converting the "interrogation" complex to a "scission" complex, as predicted by inhibition kinetics 31 .
Perhaps even more revealing were L5 motions that progressively formed and loosened distal interactions with substrate throughout the reaction. These unexpected features suggest that it is primarily the actions of the remote, extramembraneous L5 loop that progressively repositions substrate as a means to 'usher' it through the entire reaction coordinate. This is strongly supported by the dramatic ~100-fold decrease specifically in catalytic rate k cat displayed by the glycine variant of GlpG, which renders the L5 loop more mobile and thus compromised in its ability to control the position of the substrate during catalysis. Local active site residues also changed position during catalysis, some of which prior mutagenesis experiments support as key for catalysis, while others less so. For example, we and others observed various interactions of W236 with both substrates and inhibitors that imply a role in catalysis 42, 43, 45 . Yet mutagenesis of W236 results in a 5-10-fold increase in proteolysis 40, 41, 48 . Thus, in contrast to the L5 loop, the gating role of W236 dominates its role in the catalytic cycle, with subsequent substrate interactions having minor, if any, meaningful functions during catalysis. More enigmatic is H150, which is both key in stabilizing the oxyanion, but also undergoes a dramatic outward flipping motion. While this may facilitate water entry during the second stage of catalysis, the precise and/or full function(s) of this flipping motion remains unclear, because H150 mutants cannot be studied using an enzymatic approach as they render GlpG catalytically inert 40, 41, 48 . Similar limitations hinder dissecting the multifaceted roles of H254 and N154 40, 41, 48 .
The third and most surprising discovery of our study was visualizing the elusive tetrahedral intermediate in two separate snapshots as a stable entity. This is extraordinarily unexpected, because in other serine proteases the tetrahedral intermediate is a short-lived transition state 18, 21, 22 . Visualizing it during rhomboid catalysis suggests that rhomboid is the only serine protease known to have evolved the tetrahedral intermediate to be a stable stalling point, and thus not the transition state. Achieving this unprecedented stability may result from serine attack from the rare Si face, tripartite oxyanion stabilization that only rhomboid is known to employ, and/or the effect of accommodating a dramatic >90° bend of substrate at the point of catalysis. These features have never, to our knowledge, been observed in any other protease 18, [20] [21] [22] . Since serine protease mechanisms historically provided the foundation on which our modern understanding of enzyme theory is based, characterizing the unusual reaction coordinate that our structures mapped out could add a new dimension to our understanding of general enzyme mechanisms. Although measuring energetics is challenging with membrane enzymes, these studies could expose new vulnerabilities for designing novel inhibitors to target rhomboid enzymes selectively 49 .
Finally, while this is the first structural glimpse of proteolysis inside the membrane, prototypic members of other intramembrane protease families have also been crystallized, are able to act on short peptides, and have comparably slow catalytic rates 28, [50] [51] [52] . Implementing our time-resolved soaking strategy should therefore also enable delineating their gating and catalytic cycles in atomic detail.
METHODS
Crystallization, Data Collection, and Refinement.
Crystals of E. coli rhomboid GlpG (the Y205F variant with the N-terminal 87 residues removed) were obtained in a bicelle composed of DMPC/CHAPSO (2.8:1) exactly as described previously 31 . Reservoir buffer contained 0.1 M NaOAc pH 5.5, 3 M NaCl, and 5 % ethylene glycol. For time-resolved analysis with the peptide aldehyde inhibitor (Ac-VRMA-CHO), apoenzyme crystals were incubated in 2.5 mM peptide aldehyde dissolved in the same reservoir buffer at room temperature for a series of time points, and flash-frozen in a nitrogen stream for data collection. Specifically, the time-points used to generate the inhibitor snapshots in this study were: 30 min (Snapshot-I1), 3 hours (Snapshot-I2), 5 hours (Snapshot-I3), and 7 hours (Snapshot-I4). For the time-resolved analysis with the peptide substrate (Ac-RKVRMAAIVFSFP-NH 2 ), the peptide was dissolved at 5 mM in crystallization buffer (a 1:4 mixture of bicelle and reservoir buffer) overnight and undissolved peptide was removed by ultracentrifugation. The apoenzyme crystals were soaked in the peptide solution at room temperature for a series of time points and then flashfrozen in a nitrogen stream for data collection. Specifically, the time-points used to generate the substrate snapshots in this study were: 5 min (Snapshot-S1), 2 hours (Snapshot-S2), 5 hours (Snapshot-S3), 6 hours (Snapshot-S4), 7 hours (Snapshot-S5), and 3 days (Snapshot-S6). All X-ray diffraction data sets were collected at the F1 station of the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source, and were processed with iMosflm 7.2.2 in the CCP4 program suite 53 . Structures were solved by molecular replacement using Molrep and further refined by refmac5 and PHENIX with iterative manual model building using COOT 54 . Final Ramachandran statistics were: 92.2% favored, 0% outliers (Snapshot-I1); 93.5% favored, 0% outliers (Snapshot-I2); 92.0% favored, 0% outliers (Snapshot-I3); 93.1% favored, 0.52% outliers (Snapshot-I4); 100% favored, 0% outliers (Snapshot-S1); 98.3% favored, 0.6% outliers (Snapshot-S2); 97.5% favored, 0.5% outliers (Snapshot-S3); 97.7% favored, 0% outliers (Snapshot-S4); 98.8% favored, 0% outliers (Snapshot-S5); and 97.6% favored, 0% outliers (Snapshot-S6).
Enzymatic Analysis of Intramembrane Proteolysis in Proteoliposomes.
Full-length GlpG proteins were analyzed for protease activity under steady-state conditions, thermostability, and protein dynamics as established previously. Briefly, site-directed mutagenesis was used to engineer a GlpG variant with L5 loop residues D243, L244, F245, M247, S248, M249, and A250 substituted with glycine (L5-Gly), and verified by sequencing the entire GlpG open reading frame. Expression of this variant and the wild-type GlpG control (amino-terminally tagged with GST and HA tags) was induced in parallel in E. coli C43(DE3) cultures with 50 μM IPTG at 16°C overnight 40 . Membranes were isolated from cell lysates by ultracentrifugation at ~385,000g for 30 minutes at 10°C and then solubilized for 1 h at room temperature with 2 % n-Dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM; Anatrace). GlpG proteins were affinity purified using Glutathione Sepharose 4B (GE Healthcare) and eluted by on-column cleavage of the GST-tag with PreScission protease in 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 90 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, and 0.1 % DDM.
Intramembrane proteolytic activity was measured in a real-time fluorogenic assay with a 34residue FITC-TatA transmembrane peptide substrate con-reconstituted with GlpG into liposomes formed from E. coli polar lipids 55 . Briefly, increasing amounts of FITC-TatA substrate, ranging from 37.6 pmoles to 1.28 nmoles, were co-reconstituted at pH 4 in 1 mg/mL liposomes with 5 pmoles of wild-type GlpG or 100 pmoles of the L5-Gly variant. Substrate cleavage was monitored for 30 minutes at 37°C using a BioTek Synergy H4 plate reader to detect FITC fluorescence. Slopes from linear reaction time courses plotted against substrate concentration in mole percent (relative to liposome phospholipids) were fit using the Michaelis-Menten equation to derive K M and V max for each enzyme. Average K M and k cat values were calculated from three separate biological replicate experiments.
Spectroscopic Analyses.
Thermostability analysis of wildtype and L5-Gly GlpG proteins was performed in a StarGazer™ instrument (Harbinger Biotechnology) as described 40 . Proteins were diluted to a concentration of ~2.5 μM in elution buffer, placed in wells of an optical-bottom black 384well plate (Nunc, 242764), and exposed to increasing temperature from 25°C to 85°C at a heating rate of 1°/min. Differential static light scattering was detected from a 620 nm LED light source and imaged by CCD photography every 30 seconds. Scattering intensity data was extracted from each image and plotted against temperature to generate curves that were fit by a Boltzmann sigmoidal equation (GraphPad Prism). The transition midpoints derived from curve fits were averaged from nine replicates for each protein. Nitroxide spin labeling and continuous-wave electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy was performed on GlpG proteins (lacking their amino-terminal 87 residues and harboring a C104A mutation) reconstituted into liposomes formed from E. coli polar lipids exactly as has been described in great detail very recently 56 .
Reporting summary statement.
Further information on experimental design is available in the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
Data and materials availability.
Coordinates of all structures have been deposited into the Protein Data Bank under the accession codes 6PJ4 (Snapshot-I1), 6PJ5 (Snapshot-I2), 6PJ7 (Snapshot-I3), 6PJ8 (Snapshot-I4), 6PJ9 (Snapshot-S1), 6PJA (Snapshot-S2), 6PJP (Snapshot-S3), 6PJQ (Snapshot-S4), 6PJR (Snapshot-S5), and 6PJU (Snapshot-S6). Source data for Figure 5b -d are available with the paper online. Any other data are available upon reasonable request from the authors. work was supported by National Institutes of Health (NIH) grant R01AI066025 (to SU). All X-ray diffraction data were collected using instruments at CHESS (beamline supported by National Science Foundation grant DMR-0936384 and NIH grant GM-103485).
Fig. 1. Core chemical mechanism of serine protease catalysis.
Generalized major events of serine protease catalysis (numbered in order 1 through 4) are illustrated with E. coli rhomboid GlpG active-site residues: H254 and S201 catalyze nucleophilic peptide bond cleavage while H150 and N154 simultaneously conduct electrophilic catalysis by stabilizing the substrate oxyanion. The scissile peptide bond is colored in pink, while hydrogen bonds are depicted as dashed lines throughout. Stereo views of experimental electron density maps (2F o -F c at 1.2σ) for catalytic residues and waters (grey mesh), and substrate (red mesh). Waters appear as red spheres, while the L5 loop is colored in pink throughout for emphasis. To obtain these images, crystals of GlpG in a bicelle membrane were soaked with the Ac-VRMA-CHO peptide aldehyde for the indicated times prior to freezing and X-ray diffraction analysis. In addition to the catalytic steps, the interactions that formed with the L5 loop are detailed in the lower left image, which is the same data as the panel above it but includes L5 sidechain/mainchain interaction details. Also see Supplementary Figure 1 for an alternative, more simplified schematic. Stereo views of experimental electron density maps (2F o -F c at 1.2σ) for catalytic residues (grey mesh), substrate (cyan mesh), and oxyanion and water (red spheres/mesh). To obtain these images, crystals of GlpG in a bicelle membrane were soaked with the Ac-RKVRMAAIVFSFP-amide peptide for differing lengths of time prior to freezing and X-ray diffraction analysis. The abrupt substrate bend is detailed in the lower left image, which is the same data as the panel above it but rotated ~90° to the right. Waters are rendered as red spheres, while disordered regions are shown in red (in b, e, f, h) or grey (in d) during the reaction steps. Also see Supplementary Figure 2 for an alternative, more simplified schematic. that were mutated to glycine (red). The catalytic serine and histidine are shown in ball-andstick representation with the hydrogen bond linking them depicted with a dashed green line. b, Real-time steady-state kinetic analysis of wildtype and the L5 loop glycine mutant (L5-Gly) GlpG catalysis in reconstituted liposomes. Note that due to its low protease activity 20× more of the mutant enzyme was used in the analysis. c, Kinetic constants k cat (turnover rate) and K M (Michaelis constant, in mole percent relative to phospholipid) derived for WT and L5-Gly mutant GlpG were graphed on scatter plots with a log scale (Y-axis). Mean ± s.d. are indicated for three separate experiments and an unpaired t-test was used to calculate significance. d, Thermostability analysis of wildtype and L5-Gly mutant GlpG (left graph), and statistical analysis of the resulting transition midpoints (right scatter plot). Indicated are the mean ± s.d. of nine total replicates analyzed in two separate experiments, and an unpaired t-test was used to calculate significance. The same protein preparations were used for kinetic and thermostability analyses. e, Electron paramagnetic resonance spectra of wildtype and L5-Gly mutant GlpG. The central M247 position of the L5 loop was labeled with a nitroxide spin probe, and the spectra were recorded at 310 K (37°C). The red arrow denotes an increase in the characteristic fast mobility α component peak (immobile β component denoted by black arrow). Cho 
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Author Manuscript Illustrated are landmark steps of rhomboid catalysis on a substrate viewed laterally from the membrane. All of the steps have been visualized crystallographically except the interrogation complex, which is predicted to be highly dynamic. Rhomboid/substrate/water actions proceeding from one step to the next (in numerical order) are described above/below arrows (all steps are formally reversible). Double curved lines indicate dynamics, while arrows denote conformational changes that occurred to get to that step. Individual enzyme elements or residues are labeled the first time they appear in the schematic. 
